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Executive Summary

Recreational Programming in senior living communities has evolved significantly 
over the past decade. What was initially simply having a full calendar that kept the 
residents busy, has now become a key part of the business. Communities have 
both changed their programming; to a more holistic and personalized approach to 
resident wellbeing; as well as their evaluation and the importance placed on the 
lifestyles, as a key driver of resident engagement and higher occupancy rates.

Resident engagement was also severely impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. How can 
one create community, bring residents together and limit loneliness, when they are 
being socially distant and isolating. All these factors have culminated in a rethinking 
of resident engagement in senior living communities, with technology and data as 
key elements of this change.
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Measuring & Analysing 
Resident Engagement
What data to measure? 
You need to gather both aggregate and individual information, to be able to evaluate the impact of the recreational program, on resident 
engagement, satisfaction and health, as well as occupancy rates. This data-driven approach will allow you to better understand your 
community, ensure the best programming for your residents, and set achievable targets for the team regarding engagement. 
Some examples of what to measure on an community level:

On an individual level, tracking both attendance at activities and their engagement during these, can help establish a baseline for a resident, 
and also be alerted if there is a marked shift in engagement or attendance at activities, to ensure a timely conversation with the resident to 
know what’s going on.
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Data and Compliance
Using tools to track engagement can also help communities to be compliant 
with state and federal regulations: from attendance at activities and the 
degree of participation for an individual resident, to the aggregate data on 
incidents, number of activities schedules and average attendance.

Importance of Benchmarks
Whilst measuring the data is a great first step, it then has to be used to: 
identify and replicate best practices and improvement areas, assess the 
impact of the recreational programme on engagement, set goals for staff 
that are ambitious but achievable; and compare yourself to the competition.

The ICAA has some Wellness Benchmarks, based on the community and 
level of living, that can and should be used as an initial indicator. Make sure 
that each data point that is measured is clear and the unit is comparable 
by community. If you exceed the benchmarks right off the bat, or they 
don’t match your expectations (participation is only 1 activity/month, you 
might want it to be higher); then measure both the benchmark (for better 
comparison), and your internal target.
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Increasing Resident 
Engagement & Satisfaction

Wellness centered care

Senior Living communities are largely shifting to a wellness-centered care approach to their operations, 
focusing on multiple dimensions of wellness (community engagement, emotional, social, intellectual, 
physical and spiritual).

Personalization

The data on preferences that can be gathered during the sales process, ensures that, as soon as the 
resident moves in, the lifestyle team can give them direct access to affinity groups with common interests, 
facilitating making connections, and ensuring that the programme can be customized to each resident, as 
the interests of the resident group will evolve over time.

Continuous learning opportunities

Residents want to continue to learn new things - from peer-to-peer skill sharing, to language or technology 
classes or facilitating access to the local university - ensure your calendar isn’t just entertaining, but 
intellectually stimulating. Why not have the community learn ASL for example?
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Creating Connections

Don’t be limited by the 4 walls of your community - be a part of your local community. Your residents have 
a whole life of experience and knowledge to share, so help them have opportunities to connect with the 
local school to become mentors or guest lecturers, and facilitate volunteering with a local shelter. Bring 
local organizations into the community: have the fire station organize a fire safety demonstration or invite 
the mayor to talk about local priorities. 

Incorporating technology

Don’t fear technology - embrace it, the residents have! A Pew research study shows that, in 2019, 73% of 
65+ were internet users (it was 14% in 2000!); and 53% were smartphone owners. This has only increased 
during Covid. 

Hybrid Activities. Having activities like town halls or conferences that are available both in person and 
through Zoom, or even live streamed to your in-house tv channel; will allow all residents to participate and 
could even increase participation from residents that want to join, but prefer to stay home. 
New Sources of Content. With technology comes a plethora of content that you can curate and share with 
the residents, and they will choose what they want to interact with. Think virtual Museum Tours around the 
world, TED talks, concerts, online libraries… the world is your oyster.
Family Involvement. Technology also allows you to easily keep family members in the loop with what is 
going on: from knowing what is going on in the community (by accessing the calendar and menus), seeing 
photos of activities, being able to join in some activities, and getting real-time updates on their loved-ones 
- this brings peace of mind, and a greater connection to the community.
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The Business Impact of 
Resident Engagement
Wellness program and engagement technology as a differentiator

In the competitive market, you need to stand out. Whilst the amenities, dining  and  building facilities are important, the quality of your wellness 
program, and having resident engagement technology are key factors that influence a prospective resident’s decision to choose you! According 
to the ICAA, 90% of CEOs state that “providing lifestyle/wellness programing is an important strategy for growing their businesses.”

Occupancy rates & Move-outs

According to ICAA data, residents who participate in well 
designed wellness programs stay an average of 6 years longer in 
Independant Living, feel their health is better maintained and that 
the programme positively impacts their quality of life. 

Use the data gathered to compare the length of stay for residents 
who participate and those who don’t for your community, to see 
the numbers for your community. Longer average stays means 
higher occupancy rates and less move-outs, so less empty rooms, 
less turnover and less lost revenue. From these numbers, it is clear 
that focusing on resident engagement and satisfaction is not a nice 
to have, it has to be a key business strategy for the future.
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About Cubigo
Cubigo is a fully integrated platform for Senior Living communities that digitizes 
non-clinical services such as activities, communication, dining, maintenance and 
transportation. The platform provides mobile and web apps for staff, residents, family 
members and the corporate team.

Cubigo’s platform increases staff efficiency, improves workflows, fosters resident 
empowerment and enables family involvement. The technology provides reporting 
and analytics, configurable workflows, wellness tracking and smart API integrations 
with 3rd party software solutions.

This platform approach has the benefit of integrating data 
between functional systems, resulting in reduced time to value, 
insights across the business, and empowering the end user.

If you are interested in learning more, connect with our team 
at getintouch@cubigo.com.
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